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Abstract

New models of graphing calculators arrive on a regular basis. Texas Instruments aloneoo
introduced 8 models in a 10 year period. At many schools it is impractical or impossible

tr) to have every student use the same model and often different brands as well as different
models are used in the same classroom. This situation brings about both advantages and
disadvantages for a College Algebra instructor.

Calculators differ in how they handle order of operation and in the number of
pixels in the graphical display. When the instructor is aware of these differences, they
can be,used to provide instruction on concepts such as appropriate use of parentheses,
aspect ratios, and vertical asymptotes. Specific examples will be given.

Scatterplots and regression analysis are now common in College Algebra
textbooks. Producing these on a calculator is a relatively complicated procedure
compared to the usual types of calculations students are expected to do. Teaching this to
students can be handled by using a general procedure given at a level that works on any
model accompanied by more specific details on a case by case basis. Breaking the details
up into pieces makes the regression analysis easier for the students to grasp.

Introduction

At Midwestern State University, College Algebra courses typically have an
enrollment of approximately 40 students. The students are not restricted to any particular
model calculator. The instructors usually use a TI-86 viewscreen calculator in class, but
viewscreen versions of the TI-82, TI-92, and TI-89 are available. Although the mix
changes with time, currently the models used by my students are distributed as follows.

Model TI-85,86 TI-82,83 TI-89,92 Other
Percentage 50 35 12 3

About 30% of the TI users use older model calculators: 82, 85, and 92, but the students in
the "Other" category almost always have an outdated model of whatever brand they are
using.

Although these calculators all operate similarly, there are differences. The
differences can be put into three categories. First is a difference in precedence relations
for the various operations. In particular, implied multiplication has higher order
precedence on some models than on other models. For example, if the variable X has the
value 4 a TI-82 interprets 1/2X as 0.125 while a TI-83 thinks 1/2X is 2. Second is a
difference in the window size. The graphing window in a TI-86 is 127 pixels wide. On a
TI-83 it is 95 pixels wide. A third difference is in what I'll refer to as the operating
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system. Choosing a function key on the TI-83 results in a function symbol followed by
an open parenthesis, but this doesn't happen on other models. Another issue is that the
availability of lower case letters on some but not all models. The biggest difference in
operating systems is the way in which data is entered and manipulated when doing
regression analysis on the various models. The sections below indicate ways in which
these differences can be handled and in fact taken advantage of in the classroom.

College Algebra is our lowest level course with a graphing calculator
requirement. Many students enter the course with graphing calculator experience from
high school, but this is not uniformly true. For students with no previous graphing
calculator experience, the stress of enrolling in a college level mathematics course for the
first time is compounded by the need to adapt to the technology. Recognizing this, I use
the viewscreen calculator extensively during the first few class periods. Concepts such a
window/range are introduced as definitions with the same formality that I would use for
the definition of polynomial or the point-slope form of a line. On a less formal basis, I
place emphasis on how any expression that is written using a horizontal bar, such as
x+ 3

or Ngt:-.Tc , requires the use of at least one set of parentheses on the calculator.
. .

Order of Operations

It is important to realize that the implied multiplication coming from juxtaposition
has an equal order of precedence with explicit multiplication is some models but in other
models it has a higher order or precedence. Consider the two screens below. In both
cases the same keystroke sequence is used, but the results are different.

4-)x

1/2 x
49x

4 4
1/2 x

.125 2

One of these screens is from a TI-85 and the other is from a TI-86. There are several
morals to this example. First of all, teaching students to use a calculator on a keystroke
by keystroke basis is not a good idea. Second, the instructor should avoid using this
construction of a division followed by an implied multiplication. In fact, even though the
instructor will typically be thoroughly familiar with the precendence relations it is not a
good idea to take advantage of this knowledge in order to save a keystroke or two. A
better idea is to always use constructions that will be interpreted the same way by any
model. In this case you could use 1/(2x) or (1/2)x depending on which expression you
want. The third moral is that this problem will come up in your classroom. When it
happens it can be used to advantage. Use this issue to emphasis appropriate use of
parentheses.

An interesting aspect of this is the distinction between -22 and (-2)2. This is one
place where TI is consistent across models. In every case, exonentiation takes
precendence over negation. As a result, for TI -22 = -4. This is an important fact to
know when you are dealing with a beginning College Algebra student. This convention
is useful because it makes the result that appears on the TI screen consistent with the way
we write things by hand on paper or on the blackboard.
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The Graphing Window

The graph window on a calculator is divide up into a large but finite number of
pixels. This leads to the concept of "magic windows" that have nice properties when
using the TRACE key. Here's a summary of resolutions.

Model TI-82,83 TI-85,86 TI-89 TI-92
Pixel width 95 127 159 239
Magic number 47 63 79 119

You don't need to remember all of these numbers. You can readily recover them by
using the ZOOM DECIMAL feature of your calculator. The interesting feature to notice
is that three of the magic numbers are prime numbers, but the magic number for the TI-
85, 86 is not.

There are two teaching issues that need to be addressed. One is that in a typical

window a graph of y =../6x2 will not appear to touch the x-axis.. The other is that the
calculator will usually draw vertical asymptotes that we really don't want to consider as
part of the actual graph of a function. Of course, you can always isolate one particular x-
coordinate by placing it in the exact center of the screen. For example, to see the
sideways parabola mentioned above actually touch the x-axis you can use any window
with XMin = 4 - a and XMax = 4 + a for an appropriate choice of a. By the way, this
was a real shortcoming of the old TI-81, which' used an even number of pixels.

The magic number for the TI-85, 86 is 63 = 7 X 9. When you use a window with
XMax XMin equal to a multiple of 3 or 7 small integers like 2, 3, or 4 will appear as
exact values of pixel coordinates. As a result, simple rational functions graphed in such a
window will appear without the spurious vertical asymptotes.

The Operating System

The TI-83 has the distinctive feature that it automatically adds and open
parenthesis after the user enters a function key. This feature makes life easier on the
student who wants to graph y = . The TI-83 user will normally not make the

mistake of graphing y = Nax instead. On the other hand, if the desired calculation is

-5/2 or In2 the TI-83 user needs to be sure and close the parenthesis on time.
3

Curiously, this difference never seems to give students problems until we get to
logarithms. It seems like some students get in the habit of ignoring the closing
parenthesis. Since the calculator automatically assumes one when it doesn't explicitly
appears this usually doesn't give a problem. As a result, when we get to logarithms and
the TI-83 users see me type ln 2/3 on my TI-86 they once again forget the close
parenthesis. As a result, for this type of calculation I tend to be more explicit than usual.
Rather than entering In 2/3 I attempt to be consistent about typing In (2)13 or (In 2)13.

The real place where the differences in calculator models gives a problem is when
you want to do a linear regression. Here the similarities between the TI-85 and TI-86 and
the TI-82 and TI-83 go away. On the other hand, the procedure that works on a TI-92
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also works on a TI-89. Coping with this can be a problem, especially when regression
analysis comes so early in the semester that the students new to the graphing calculator
have not become comfortable in using them. This is one place where I give instructions
particular to each model calculator. Even though these instructions are specific to each
model, the instructions can be divided up into steps in a uniform way. There are three
basic steps. One is entering the data. For regressions, the data consists of a collection of
ordered pairs of numbers. These are stored in the calculator in two lists. List naming
conventions vary from model to model, but each model has a pair of list names that are
used by default. Restricting yourself to never doing more than one regression at a time
allows you to consistently use the default lists. This is a minor restriction compared to
the difficulty in teaching multiple file naming systems. A second step is viewing the
data. Although the issue of choosing an appropriate window is handled the same way on
all models, the technique for getting the data points to show up is different for each
model. One shortcoming of the TI-85 in this respect is that this model only shows data
points as single pixels. This can be overcome by writing a short program that draws a
scatterplot using the date in the default,lists. Such a program can easily emulate the
hollow squares that are used on the other models. The third step is viewing/using the .
computed regression curves. The various models have capabilities of drawing in the
regression curve directly from the STAT menus. Some also have "forecast" capabilities
for evaluating the regression function at a point. Rather than take advantage of these
features, which differ widely from model to model, it is better to have all students store
their regression curve in a y(x)= function slot. Storing the function is done differently on
different models, but once the function is stored, the usual TRACE and VALUE features
work for the analyses required by College Algebra texts. The instructions for each TI
model are available on my website.

Conclusion

The same keystroke sequence can yield different results on different models of TI
calculators. Said another way, doing a particular calculation correctly involves doing
things differently on different model calculators. The awareness that there are
differences can take you a long way on the road to coping with these differences.
Difficulties can also be avoided by using parentheses in such a way that there is no
question as to the order that any calculator will carry out the operations. For some tasks,
such as regression analysis, the distinctions between the different models is unavoidable.
In such cases, the tasks should be broken up into the smallest possible pieces.
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Getting to know your TI-83

Press ON to begin using calculator.To stop, press

alternately. To lighten the screen, press

to reset or clear the memory of the calculator.

To darken the screen, press

2"d V alternately. Press

1.

3.

ENTER

Alpha

equal

2nd

2nd

A

2nd ON

Calculator Activity Intro

2. 2nd yellow keys

- green keys 4.

X,T,0,n

2nd Alpha alphabetic info

- prints X in function mode; prints T in

parametric mode; prints 0 in polar mode; prints n in sequence graphing Mode

6. la exponent key 7.

8.

10.

2nd

2nd

Alpha 0 space key

7C key 9. (-) negative key

(-) stores last answer

11. Math r> 1 absolute value

12. DEL - deletes character

13. 2nd DEL for INS inserts character

14. MODE sets various modes of calculator At present, your calculator should

have the following settings highlighted: Norm, Float, Radian, Function, Connected,
Sequential, Real, Full
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15.

16.

MATH

2nd

17. 2nd

- 1. display answer as a fraction
2. display answer as a decimal
3. cube a number
4. take the cube root of a number
5. take the xth root of a number
6. minimum of a function
7. maximum of a function
8. numerical derivative
9. function integral
10. solves for any variable in an equation

[MATH - (for TEST) 1. =
2. #
3. >
4. >
5. .<
6. <

- (for ANGLE) 1. degree notation

2. minute notation
3. radian notation
4. displays as

degree/minute/second
5. 8. used to change from rectangular

coordinates to polar coordinates or from polar to rectangular

MATRIX

18. PRGM EXEC EDIT NEW

19. 2nd PRGM - (for DRAW) - 1. Clr draw

2. Line
3. Horizontal
4. Vertical
5. Tangent
6. Draw function
7. Shade
8. Draw inverse
9. Draw circle
10. adds text to graph
A. free-form drawing tool



1. Y=

Graphing keys - top row of calculator

allows you to enter up to ten separate equations

2. WINDOW sets dimensions of viewing rectangle

3.

4.

5.

ZOOM

TRACE

GRAPH

allows you to adjust the viewing rectangle

allows you to find a specific point on a graph

draws the graph of a function

Using the viewing rectangle

The viewing rectangle on the TI-83 is 94 pixels (A pixel is a picture element.) by .
62 pixels. It is useful when graphing to have a "friendly window" in order to
avoid distortion in the graph and to avoid obtaining non-integer values when
using the trace function of the TI-83. In fact, a program helps alleviate these
problems.

A Friendly Window
Program:WINDOW
:C1rHome
:Disp "SCALE FACTOR ."
:Input F
:-4.7F>Xmin
:4.7F>Xmax
:F>Xscl
:-3.1F>Ymin
:3.1F>Ymax
:F>Yscl
:Stop

Save Graphing Window
Program: S AVWINDO
:Xmin>A
:Xmax>13
:Xscl>C
:Ymin>D
:Ymax>E
:Yscl>F
:Stop



Recall Graphing Window
Program:RECWINDO
:A-->Xmin
:BAmax

:D-->Ymin

:E.>Ymax
:F>Yscl
:Stop

1.

2.

3.

Simplify.

Simplify:

Let a = 2 and

37+4

Basic Calculator Operations

33
16 + 2)2

b =' 4. Evaluate the expression: 3ab 1

Screen displays:

241=1:44B:3FIB-1M

ENTER

2419:4+B:3AB-1
23

4. When you were collecting the data required for a water temperature
project, you forgot to take temperature readings in degrees Celsius. The
following formula is used to convert from degrees Fahrenheit to
degrees Celsius:

32) or C- 5(F 32)
9 9

a. Change 50°F to degrees Celsius.

b. Change 103°F to degrees Celsius.

5. Approximate the value of each expression to the nearest thousandth:

a. 4/175

b.
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6. Evaluate the function, f(x) = 2x2 3x + 7 for x = 2, x = 1, x = 0, and
x = 141.3456.

Store f(x) = 2x2 3x + 7 in Y=

Press Y= and type the function in Y1.
(You can choose any Y you wish.)

Press 2nd [QUIT]. Press

VARS

'Press

Press

r>

II

ENTER

2

ENTER

ENTER

Follow the same procedure in order to
evaluate f(x) for each value of x.

P101 P102 PloU
W182X2-3X+7
Wz=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Yi (2)

Yi(2)
9

Yi(-1)

Yi(0)

Y1(141.3456)
39540.12048

12
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Calculator Activity 1
PLOTTING POINTS FROM DATA

Entering Data into Columns

The data in the chart below is water temperature measured at the same site over
a period of weeks. L1 contains the number of the week and L2 contains the
temperature in degrees Celsius recorded for the week. These lists must have the
same number of data points.

L1 L2

1 46
2 41

3 51

4 39
5 38
7 41

10 42
12 47
13 37
15 39
16 41

Press
Error!.

Press El (to select Edit) .

Enter the X values in L1. Press ENTER

When finished with the X values, press

IIISI CALC TESTS
WE it_
:SortA(

3:SortE1(
4:ClrList
5:SetUpEditor

Li L2 L3
WPM

after each entry to go to the next line.

o place the cursor at the beginning
of L2. Enter all Y values in L2. (The screen below does not display the entire data
set.)
Li L2 L3 3

1 ILIS iiiiiii
2 41
3 Si
LI 39
5 39
7 41
10 42

L3(1)=

Press 2nd [QUIT].

1 1



Plotting Data Points

To graph the data points in the lists, L1 and L2:

Press 2nd [STAT PLOT].

Press ENTER

Press ENTER . (The cursor is

blinking on the On. By pressing enter,
you are turning on stat plot 1. )

Use the down arrow to move to the
Type line. If necessary, use the left
arrow to move to the scatter plot icon.

Use the down arrow to move to Xlist.

Press 2nd 1.

Use the down arrow to move to Ylist.

Press [2nd 2.

IIRTMf
L,L, L,

2:Plot2Aff
L3

3:P1ot3._Off
IS L6

44,P1 otsOff

P1ot2 Plot3
n Llt"

Type: kn ab
0.. Ha.

Xlist:Li
Ylist:La
Mark: 15

P1ot2 Plot3
Off

ype:ms kn Mb
et- ICN

Xlist:Li
Ylist:Lz
Mark: 15 +

1.1:1

P1ot2 Plot3
Off

ype:ms kn Mb
0- 134

Xlist:Li
Ylist:L
Mark: 15 +

1.,t1

!Iota Plot3
Off

vpe:mis kn Mb
4114.-

Xlist:Li
Ylist:Lz
Mark: 15

101

P1ot2 Plot3
Off

ype:OM Mb
tth-

Xlist:Li
Ylist:Lz
Mark: 15 +

Jr



Press 2nd [QUIT]. Press
and choose appropriate settings for the
data.

WINDOW

Press GRAPH . The scatter plot at
the right is only one way to represent
the data graphically.

Press 2nd [STAT PLOT]. Choose

line graph. Press 2nd [QUIT].

Press GRAPH . A line graph is

another way to represent data
graphically.

Press 2nd [STAT PLOT]. Choose a
bar graph or histogram. L1 is in Xlist.

Press 2nd 2 to put L2 in Freq. Press

2nd [QUIT].

Press GRAPH . Note: WINDOW
settings are 0,18,1,0,55,5,1.

WINDOW
Xmin=-1
Xmax=20
Xsc1=5
Ymit1=-1
Ymax=55
Ysc1=5
Xres=1

o No

Plot Plot3
Off

ype:
101- I1M4

Mist: Li
Y1 ist: Lz
Mark: el

_It-

Plot2 P1ot3
Off

o..

Xlist:Lt
Fre..t:Lz

lai

Temperature by week

Before you go to another activity, turn "Off all stat plots.



GRAPHING WITH TI-83

Graphing an Equation with TI-83

1. Solve the equation for y.

2. Enter the equation in Y=

Calculator Activity 2

3. Determine an appropriate viewing rectangle. Enter the values in

4. Press GRAPH

Example 1: Graph 2x + 3y = 9. An appropriate

Answer: Solve 2x + 3y = 9 for- y.

2
Store y = x + 3 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Example 2: Graph y = 2x2 5.

Answer: Store y = 2x2 5 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Example 3: Graph y = q2x + 6 .

Answer: Store y = -42x + 6 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

WINDOW

Ploti P1ot2 Plot3
W 10(-2/3)03
W z=
W 3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Ploti P1ot2 Plot3

W z=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Mott Plota Plot3
WalT(2X+6)
W z=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

14

WINDOW

is -9, 9, 1, -6, 6, 1, 1.



Example 4: Graph y =
23

. Since this equation represents a rational function, we know

that we have to eliminate any value that makes the denominator equal to 0. This
function has a vertical asymptote at x = 3.

2
Answer: Store y = in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Ploti PUU pun
\ Y1E12/(X-3)
W 2=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Notice that the graph should consist of two unconnected portions one to the left of x =
3 and the other to the right of x = 3. To eliminate the problem with the graph, change
the mode of the calculator from connected to dot. There are two ways in which to make
this change.

Press Y= . Arrow to the
left as far as possible.
Press ENTER repeatedly
to rotate through the
graph styles. Stop on Ri

PURI NW M0t3
*W102/(X-3)
Wz=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Press GRAPH

This graph is more
difficult to read because
it uses a collection of dots
rather than a smooth curve.

If you choose window settings in which the vertical asymptote is the center of the x-
values, you will be able to use connected mode and to obtain an accurate graph. In this
example, x = 3 is the vertical asymptote. Change the window settings so that
x = 3 is exactly the middle value between Xmin and Xmax.

WINDOW
Xmin=-6
Xmax=12
Xsc1=1
Ymin=-6
Ymax=6
Ysc1=1
Xres=1

15

Using the trace cursor
shows that the function is
undefined when x = 3.

N=3 r=



Example 5: Graph y = Ix + 21.

Answer: Store y = Ix + 21 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Example 6: Graph y = x3 +1

Answer: Store y = x3 +1 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

1
Example 7: Graph y =

1
Answer: Store y = x+3 in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Platt Plota p1ot3
Walabs(X+2)
Wz=
Ah=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Ploti Plot2 PlotI
W1OX3+1
Wz=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

Ploti Plot2 Plot3
%.Y1B-1/(4+3)
Wz=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=
W7=

In all of the previous examples, the WINDOW settings remained the same. The ratio
of x to y should be 3 to 2 in order to obtain a graph with little distortion. You will have
to choose an appropriate WINDOW

Example 8: Graph y = x3 2x2 + 3x 7

Answer: Store y = x3 2x2 +3x 7
in Y1.

Press GRAPH

Ploti Plota Plot3
W10-X3-2M+3X-7
W2=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
Ws=

16

Is this the correct
graph?



Choose a more appropriate

WINDOW
Xmin=-24
Xmax=24
Xsc1=3
Ymin=-16
Ymax=16
Ysc1=3
Xres=1

WINDOW

You may have to experiment to
determine the most appropriate
window settings. You could run
program: WINDOW and change the
scale factor until you have a correct
graph.

The TI-83 has a table of values that may be used to list specific values for the
independent variable, x, and the computed values of the dependent variable, y.
For example, complete a table of values for the function y = 3x + 5 where x begins at
10 and is incremented by 1 unit.

Press 2nd [TBLSET].

TABLE SETUP
Tb1Start=0
ATb1=1

Indpnt:
Depend:

HU ,C
Autc

Ask
Ask

- --This screen indicates that
the table will start at 0 and
have an increment of 1.
Both variables will appear
automatically.

Intercepts

Change table start to 10
and leave .Tbl = 1.
TABLE SETUP
Tb1Start=-10
oTb1=1

Indpnt:
Depend:

Hu
Autc

Ask
Ask

Enter y = 3x + 5 in

Press 2nd

Y=

[GRAPH].

X Yi
In= 35
-9 32
-9 29
-7 26
-6 23
-5 20
-4 17

x=-10

Use the arrow keys to
scroll down the x- and y-
values. You can also
scroll up the x list and
the y list.

The table of values may be used to find the x-intercept(s) and y-intercept of a curve.
Alternately, CALC 1 (for value) may be used to find the value of the y-intercept and
CALC 2 (for zero) may be used to find the value of the x-intercepts, if they exist.

Store y = x2 6x + 8
in Y1.

Choose an appropriate
WINDOW

P101 Plot2 Flot3

\Y1OX2-6X+8
\ Y2=
\ Y3=
\Y4=
Ws=
Ws=
N.Y7=

17

WINDOW
Xmin=-15
Xmax=15
Xsc1=1
Ymin=-10
Ymax=10
Ysc1=1
Xres=1



Press GRAPH+ Press 2nd [CALC] 1.

The point (0,8) is the y-intercept.
To find the x-intercepts, press

[CALC] 2. Select a left2nd

bound by pressing ENTER to
the left of an x-intercept.

Left Bound?
X=1.5957447 Y=.971933

Enter 0 for X.

X=0 Y=B

Use right arrow to move
the cursor to the right of
the x-intercept. Press
ENTER

.

Gutss?
X=2.5531915 Y= -.B003622

Place the cursor on the
x-intercept and press
ENTER

Zero
X=2 Y=0

One of the x-intercepts is (2,0). Follow the above procedure to determine the other x-
intercept which is (4,0).
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Calculator Activity 3

PIECEWISE-DEFINED FUNCTIONS
Graphing piecewise-defined functions

A function defined by two or more equations over a specified domain is called a
12x 3 if x 5_ 2

piecewise-defined function. Graph f(x) =--
O.2x2 +2 if x > 2

The screen shows a way to enter f(x)
into the calculator.

PUU P102 P103
W AV2X-3)/(X-2)

W20(.2X2+2)/<X>
2)
W3=
W4=
Ws=

The screen shows another way to enter
f(x) into the calculator.

P101 P102 1103
\ YI0(2X-3)*(X52)
+(.2M+2)*(X>2)
Wa=
W3=
W4=
Ws=
\Ys=

Evaluating a Function

To evaluate a piecewise-defined function for a specific value of x, enter the
following into the calculator.

Press VARS ENTER ENTER

Yi

Press

The table can also be used to evaluate a function.

19

2 ENTER

Yi (2)
1

X Yi Yz
-1. -s ERROR
0 -3 ERRORii ii ERROR

ERROR
3 ERROR 3.0
4 ERROR 5.2
5 ERROR 7

X=2



s-

Calculator Activity 4

Linear Regression with TI-83

The winning times (in minutes) in the women's 400-meter freestyle swimming
event in the Olympics from 1948 to 1992 are given by the following ordered
pairs.

(1948, 5.30) (1952, 5.20) (1956, 4.91) (1960, 4.84) (1964, 4.72) (1968, 4.53)
(1972, 4.32) (1976, 4.16) (1980, 4.15) (1984, 4.12) (1988, 4.06) (1992, 4.12)

Enter the data in your calculator. If necessary, clear L1 and L2. (Highlight Li ,

press CLEAR and ENTER . Repeat for L2. ) Let t = 0 represent 1940.

1.1 L2 L3 3

El 5.3 MM.
/2 5.2
16 4.91
20 4.94
24 4.72
20 4.53
32 4.32

L3C1)=

All of the data will not
show on the screen.

Press

Press

2nd [QUIT].

STAT 4 (for
LinReg(ax+b)). Press

[Li] 2nd [L2]2nd

0 VARS

ENTER ENTER

LinReg(ax+b) Li,
L2,Y1

Press 2nd [QUIT]. Press

Choose an appropriate
window for the data.
WINDOW
Xmin=0
Xmax=55
Xsc1=5
Ymin=0
Ymax=6
Ysc1=1
Xres=1

Press ENTER

LinReg
y=ax+b
a=-.0298164336
b=5.43032634
r2=.9243739155
r=-.9614436621

Press Y=

'MB mou
W10-.0298164335
6643X+5.43032634
03263
Wz=
W3=wy=
Ws=

GRAPH

"°°. .....

Press GRAPH

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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